The Rollatron Portable Collector, from the engineers at Filter 1, who for more than 25 years have been designing innovative solutions for industrial air filtration needs.

**Ultra-Large Portable for the Tough Grinding & Welding Jobs**

**Greater Power and Capacity**
The Rollatron is designed to capture more and hold more than any other industry portable weld smoke collector:
- Three (3) large cartridge filters provide 50-100% more filter area than other portables.
- High 2500 CFM provides 100% more airflow.
- Large capacity tray holds five (5) pounds of particulates.

**Easy Push-Button Cleaning**
The Rollatron can typically hold the particulate from 250 pounds of welding wire before its offline filter cleaning needs to be activated. The 3-minute cleaning cycle easily removes more than 95% of the particulate from the nanofiber-laminated cartridges, keeping them operating at optimal airflow and top efficiency. Cartridge life generally exceeds 5000 pounds of welding wire.

**Setting a New Standard With A Ten-Inch Arm!**
The Filter 1 Rollatron is a portable weld smoke collector that can capture even air-gouging smoke!

**Types of Contaminants**
- Fine to Medium Particulates
- Welding Dust, Smoke & Fume
- Grinding Dust

**Typical Processes**
- Grinding
- Welding / Soldering
- Air Gouging

**Safety First**
- Comes standard with the Texas Twister™ Spark Trap, a feature that also allows for quick and easy cleaning without opening the unit.
- Designed with low center of gravity for stability.
- Provides additional stability and maneuverability with large front 10” wheels that can roll over cables & hoses on the shop floor.

1-800-289-0189
Rollatron
Portable Dust & Smoke Collector With Spark Trap

Designed for Extra-Demanding Grinding & Welding Applications

Features
- 10" Diameter Arm (8" Available)
- Nanofiber-Laminated High-Efficiency Cartridge Filters
- Texas Twister™ Spark Trap
- Washable Pre-Filtration Module
- Backward Inclined Blowers With TEFC Motors
- Tool-less Filter Door for Easy Filter Change-out
- 4" x 2" Rear Lockable Casters
- 208/1/60 w/ Off-On Switch
- 3HP 2500 CFM Blower
- 10" Diameter Front Wheels

Options
- 8" Diameter Arm
- 10' Long Arm (8" or 10" Diameter)
- HEPA Safety Filter
- 208/230/460/480/3/60

Filter 1 has a policy of continuous design improvement and reserves the right to update designs and specifications without notice.
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